Things to Do for Sponsorship
1)

Pray about who you intend to sponsor. Remember they must be at least a
sophomore in high school.

2)

Give the parent the “Parent Letter” directly (don’t let the caterpillar see it).

3)

Give the caterpillar the “Packing List” and make sure they understand; a) they
CANNOT have their phone out during the weekend, and b) what reunion groups are
AFTER Chrysalis and they are welcome to attend.

4)

Make sure the application is filled out completely and if the caterpillar’s parents are
divorced- that both parents know they are attending and we have both parents’
information.

5)

We need to know on the application if the caterpillar has any allergies, what/when
they take their meds (because they won’t know what time it is) and if they have a
special diet due to allergies or otherwise.

6)

The times for the weekend are on the Sponsor Guide and Parent Letter.

7)

Remember how special your Agape Letters were to you… make them a priority!

8)

If you are serving on the team while you are a sponsor, make sure you have secured
transportation for your caterpillar for Saturday morning at 8:00 AM SHARP.

9)

It’s a HUGE deal if a sponsor brings a caterpillar late because it pushes the entire
morning behind. Make sure to have them there at 8 AM SHARP.

10) With their application, if they can go ahead and pay the $100, that makes the
Saturday morning registration easier. If not, just send the $25. Never turn anyone
away though! If you have someone that wants to go- talk to a Chrysalis Board
member and we will work it out.
11) There will be team members lined up when your caterpillars arrive. The team
members will take their bags- make sure the caterpillar immediately goes inside and
gets registered first.
12) Sponsor’s Hour is very important because that’s another time the caterpillar’s cross
gets prayed over. The sponsor ALWAYS needs to attend unless they are on the Team.
If they are a team member, they need to pre-arrange to have a friend/family
member pray over that caterpillar’s cross. The sponsor should also invite the Parents
to attend Sponsor's Hour to learn more about Chrysalis and what their child will be
experiencing.
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